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According to the standard scattering theory we have two scattering states given by amplitudes
Sout and Sin. At infinitely remote times we have "unperturbed" wave packets /,-„, fout, to which there
will be added a scattered wave ipsc: fj + i()™j = J2Sj,kfk and a collision process is one in which a

k

true state i/A+) goes over into true outgoing state ip^~\ The quantum mechanics treats the collision
as transitions between the corresponding initial and final reference states in, out: / / = Sfi with an
assumption that after infinitely long time /;—>•//. On that ground - so called adiabatic hypothesis

- we have the following well known relations: (tM~M = (V'^) , (V ~̂M — (V^+M • We reject that
simple assumptions and we generalize them to show a contribution from tunnelling.

In the usual one channel scattering we have [1,2]:

e-ikx = (AR

^ = 4^ + e*kx = (AR - AT)eikx = exp(-i<f>)e~ikx. = expC-i^)

where phases <fi such that 5t- = exp(i<^);i = 1 , 2 are new ones introduced in [1] and they are
related to the tunnelling amplitudes AT and AR. Instead of that we consider two channel scattering
in one dimensional tunneling problem:

^-J = -e~
ikx + A*Reikx - A^ • e~ikx,

Decomposing wave functions into their symmetric and anti-symmetric parts \I/ is given by \1/ =
' * fs + 0 * IA and treating them as input the scattering matrix must take the form:

AT AR

—AR AT

Using appropriate unitary transformations for the wave functions we obtain two pairs of states at in-
finite future and past time to be related by the adiabatic hypothesis. It is clear that the following waves
ARexp(—ikx) = -—-^ = ipR, A*Rexp(ikx) = ^ ~^— = ifjR, ATexp(ikx) =

ATexp(~ikx) = ^ — = tpT, differ by tunneling part as follows:

By appropriate unitary transformations which relate wave functions ip(+",i/j(+\ ^(-)T)^>(-) to

J V'RI ^TJ YR w e arrive at equations:

W ^ + > - tf<->')/2 W «•"*• o \(s[A)\
{) ( r ik ) [s) ) ' 2~ikx ) \ s[s) ) ' 2'V ̂ {+) + ̂ ( " r ) / 2 / V ° e~ikx ) \ s[

which show common evolution of transmitted and reflected waves. Here AT = S[ S2, AR = S\ S2
and 52 is equal to exp(<p2) where the phase <p2 generalizes 25 appearing in the standard scattering
theory.
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For the case of L — 0 partial wave we have Tp2 = <p2 - 2k€, <p2 = - arctan ta-nhJKC) valid both
above and under the barrier. Our approach clarifies understanding of subbarrier collision phenomena.
Due to the difference between the states -^(+)t)-^(+)) ^7(-)t) ^(-) w e are able to introduce fluctuations
of observables due to tunneling. The scattering process consists of interactions mixing in and out
components (as well as transition and reflection) and under the barrier couples the evanescent and
antievanescent waves.
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The secondary beams of 6He nuclei were produced by bombarding a thick (350 mg/cm2) beryllium
target with a 43 MeV/n 13C or 37 MeV/n n B primary beams from the U-400M cyclotron of FLNR.
The secondary ions were separated from the primary beam particles and main part of other reaction
products using the doubly achromatic separator ACCULINNA [1].

The radioactive 6He or 8He beams of 25 MeV/n energy were collimated by Al diaphragms limiting
the beam spots on the target to 8 mm in diameter. The average beam intensities amounted up to
10E+05 of 6He particles or 4*10E+03 of 8He per second. A system of two MWPC provided data of
a tract for each bombarding particle. A hold, high-pressure gaseous cell was used as a helium target
and a CH2 foil as hydrogen one. Reaction products were identified by the detection system similar to
that described in [2]. The angular distribution for elastic scattering was measured for the 8He-|-4He
system at forward scattering angles, and only upper limits (around 1 microbarn/sr were determined
for backward angles. The data have been analysed in terms of phenomenological and microscopic
Optical Models (OM) with a coherent contribution from the exchange processes. The differential
cross-sections of elastic scattering, In and 2n transfer reactions were obtained for the 8He-(-p system
and remeasured for the 6He+p system with better accuracy and within a larger angular region than
it was done previously [2]. For the both systems a sensitivity of the elastic scattering data on the
8He and 6He density distributions are examined on the ground of the microscopic OM and eikonal
approximation. The transfer data are discussed in framework of finite range DWBA model including
one-step processes with incorporation of the spectroscopic amplitudes provided by two theoretical
models.
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